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Marvel ultimate alliance 3 synergy cheat sheet

Synergy attacks are an important part of Marvel Ultimate Alliance 3, and the game never really tells you what all combinations are. Each special skill you unlock for your characters has an attribute —there are 15 synergy traits, and some abilities have multiple traits. By combining these features, you can unleash synergy attacks. Learning which characters to pair for the most power is an important skill you
need to learn to succeed in MUA3. To make this task a little easier, here's a list of the most available Synergy attacks we've found so far, and a show description that explains what they're going to do. More Marvel Ultimate Alliance 3 Guides: How to Perform Synergy Attacks | All Power Combos Guide Synergy Attacks are special abilities that you can chain with two characters. You can initiate one
immediately by holding down [RT] and selecting a high-light attack, or you can press [A] when an ally is carrying out an attack that allows you to synergize synergize. The game doesn't tell you every Synergy attack, so I'll list all the combos below. Synergy: Elemental Lock = Barrage / Area Assault + Whirlwind / Burn Send a tornado or elementary slashes to cut through the enemy! Synergy: Coalesce =
Burning + Whirlwind Creates a burning tornado. Synergy: Catalyst = Bash + Burn Blows enemies in greater range. Synergy: Crash = Lock + Surface Attack Creates intermittent shock waves that deal damage to enemies in the area. Synergy: Scatter shot = rapid fire + rapid-fire bullets from a rapid-fire attack explode on impact, causing damage. Synergy: Surge = Launch + Launch Launch Launches a
massive shock wave that throws enemies in the area into the air. Synergy: Shockwave = Bash + Bash A powerful shock wave with extended range. Synergy: Tremor = Slam + Slam A powerful ground quake that damages enemies in the middle of the explosion and stumbles all enemies on the screen. Synergy: Resonance Beam = Beam + Beam launches a huge explosion that creates an energy sphere at
the point of impact and deals damage to nearby enemies. Synergy: Eruption = Beam + Explosive causes each beam attack to explode with more power than usual. Synergy: Mega Blast = Slam + Explosive Launches a large explosion of smaller explosions. Synergy: Calamity = Whirlwind + Bash Creates an exploding tornado that deals damage to enemies in the area. Synergy: Reflect = Beam + Safeguard /
Area Assault Shoots a beam that scatters in all directions and damage. Synergy: Ricochet = Rapid-Fire + Safeguard / Area Assault / Whirlwind Shoots a series of rapid-fire projectiles that scatter in all directions and damage. imgur.com/a/gwzz...Page Marvel Ultimate Alliance 3: The Black Order Easy XP First, play every Solo Infinity Trial. For example, play Hulk's solo test. Make sure that the selected
character (Hulk for this example) is in the second, third, or fourth character slot. Start the test and let yourself be defeated. After an error, select Exit. From. Go to the menu, and then go to Hero Select to see that there's a duplicate character on your team. This glitch causes the first slot to be replaced by the Solo Trial Hero. To double the time again, release the first slot. Select the first slot (Hulk), and then
select a character on the roster that is already on your team. If you select a character that is not on your team, you lose the duplicate character. Next, select a character that is already on your team to change places. You can now repeat, fail, quit Hero Select, and swap again for the first slot to be free. Repeat this process once to have four of the same heroes. Note: Use chapter selection and all four
duplicate heroes can switch to story mode. Otherwise, you only need to use them in Infinity mode. This breakdown is very helpful for grinding levels. With this breakdown, you can earn x4 XP and rewards, even with simple trials. Bonus characters successfully complete the specified task to unlock the corresponding character: Elektra: Successfully Complete Infinity Rift Gamma – Ultimate: Bad Business Lv.
30. This crack is first available in Chapter 3. Loki: Successfully complete Infinity Rift Sigma – Boss Wave: Defeat Ebony Maw and four Lv. 45 bosses. This crack is first available in Chapter 9. Note: Loki is only available after the game is completed on the Mighty Difficulty. To unlock it, you have to fight all five members of the Black Order in a 1-to-a-test, which is quite difficult. Magneto: Complete Infinity Rift
Psi – Boss Wave: Defeat Klaw and two Lv. 38 bosses. This crack is first available in Chapter 5. Thanos: Successfully Complete Infinity Rift Lambda – Ultimate: The Black Order Lv. 65. This crack is available after Chapter 10 is complete. Note: To unlock it, reach Chapter 10 the difficulty and complete many of the last crack trials. You must defeat all five members of the Black Order at the same time to
unlock it. Superior Mode Successfully complete the game on the Mighty Difficulty to unlock the Superior Difficulty. Ultimate Mode Successfully completes the game on the Upper Difficulty to unlock the ultimate difficulty level. Lambda Rift tests successfully complete the game on the Mighty Difficulty to unlock the Lambda Rift tests. Omega Rift tests successfully complete the game on Superior Difficulty to
unlock the Omega Rift tests. Fifth Ability Rank Slots Successfully unlock the game on superior difficulty to unlock the fifth ability rank slots. Fourth ISO 8 slot Switch unlock six special nodes in the Alliance Enhancement grid to unlock the fourth ISO-8 slot. Team Combo BonusEs Place the specified characters in a team to get the corresponding bonus: Total Biggest Boost Team: Wolverine, Gamora, Psylocke,
Elektra STR: +17% DUR: +0% MAS: +5% RES: +0% VIT: +4% ENE: +2% Total Bonus: +28% Strength Boost Team: Wolverine, Gamora, Psylocke, Deadpool STR: +18% DUR: +0% MAS: +2% RES: +0% VIT: +6% ENE: +1% Total Bonus: +27% : : Faust, Luke Cage, Daredevil, Doctor Strange STR: +2% DUR: +14% MAS: +1% RES: +0% VIT: +0% ENE: +0% Total Bonus: +17% Energy Boost Team:
Black Widow, Falcon, Hawkeye, Captain America STR: +0% DUR: +2% MAS: +1% RES: +0% VIT: +4% ENE: +11% Total Bonus: +18% Synergy Attacks Are Special Abilities That You Can Chain with Two Characters. You can initiate one immediately by holding RT and selecting a high-lit attack, or you can press A when an ally is carrying out an attack that allows you to synergize. The game doesn't tell
you all synergy attacks. Below is a list of all synergy attack combos: Calamity: Whirlwind + Bash. This creates an exploding tornado that deals damage to enemies in the area. Catalyst: Bash + Burn. This blows up enemies within range. Coalesce: Burn + Whirlwind. This creates a burning tornado. Crash: Lock + Area Assault. This creates intermittent shock waves that damage enemies in the area. Elemental
Lock: Barrage / Area Assault + Whirlwind / Burn. This sends a tornado or elementary slashes to cut through the enemy. Eruption: Beam + Explosive. This causes each beam attack to explode with more power than usual. Mega Explosion: Slam + Explosive. This leads to a large explosion of smaller explosions. Reflect: Beam + Safeguard / Area Assault. This shoots a beam that scatters in all directions and
deals damage. Resonance beam: beam + beam. This triggers a huge explosion that creates an energy sphere at the point of impact and deals damage to nearby enemies. Ricochet: Quickfire + Fuse / Area Assault / Whirlwind. This fires a series of rapid-fire bullets that spread in all directions and cause damage. Scatter Shot: Quickfire + Rapid Fire. This causes projectiles of a rapid-fire attack to explode on
impact, causing damage to the effect. Shockwave: Bash + Bash. This causes a strong shock wave with extended range. Surge: Start + Start. This triggers a huge shock wave that blows up enemies in the area. Tremor: Slam + Slam: This causes a strong ground quake that damages enemies in the middle of the explosion and causes all enemies to stumble on the screen. FlagView HistorySynergy Attacks
in Marvel Ultimate Alliance 3: The Black Order are powerful attacks that combine the abilities of two heroes at the same time. Some Infinity exams require these attacks, so it's important to learn how to do them. Here's everything you need to know about Synergy Attacks in Marvel Ultimate Alliance 3. To perform a synergy attack, you must first ensure that at least two characters in your team have synergies
capabilities. You need skills that Synergy properties, or have two different Synergy properties that are compatible. You can check the Synergy property by going to the team menu and checking skills. Go below for a complete list of compatible synergy properties As long as you meet these criteria, it's easy to run them in single player mode. As soon as you fight, press ZR ZR by R. This displays what looks
like the usual ability menu. However, if you're close enough to a teammate with a compatible ability, your image will be displayed instead. Now simply use this ability to trigger a Synergy attack. If the character icon is not displayed, it means that you are either too far away or do not have enough energy. When you're playing co-op, you'll both have to coordinate and use the right skills at the same time while
you're close enough to trigger it. As you play through Marvel Ultimate Alliance 3 story mode, you sometimes have to perform a Synergy attack to get past an obstacle. The same rules and instructions on this page apply to activate a Synergy attack to survive it! Sometimes, when a teammate uses a skill that synerizes with a skill of your character, you'll see an A marker on your drawing icon at the bottom
left. Quickly press A to activate the Synergy attack when you see this. Icon Trait WhirlwindSlamShockProtectionRapid-FireLaunchFreezeExplosiveChargeBurstBurnBeamBashBarrageArea AttackThis is a list of all Synergy attacks and which Synergy traits are needed to activate them. Element Barrage - Barrage or Area Assault + Whirlwind or Burn Coalesce - Shock, Burning or Freezing + Whirlwind
Catalyst - Bash (blows an enemy away) + burn, Shock, or Freeze Shockwave - Bash + Bash Mega Blast - Slam + Explosive Tremor - Slam + Slam Resonant Blast - Beam + Beam Reflect - Beam + Safeguard or Area Assault Ricochet - Rapid-Fire + Safeguard, Area Assault, or Whirlwind Shatter Shot - Rapid-Fire + Rapid-Fire Surge - Launch + Launch Eruption - Beam + Explosive Crash - Barrage
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